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Evolution is a quest for innovation. Organisms adapt to
changing natural selection by evolving new phenotypes.
Can we read this dynamics in their genomes? Not every
mutation under positive selection responds to a change
in selection: beneficial changes also occur at evolution-
ary equilibrium, repairing previous deleterious changes
and restoring existing functions. Adaptation, by con-
trast, is viewed here as a non-equilibrium phenomenon:
the genomic response to time-dependent selection. Our
approach extends the static concept of fitness land-
scapes to dynamic fitness seascapes. It shows that
adaptation requires a surplus of beneficial substitutions
over deleterious ones. Here, we focus on the evolution of
yeast and Drosophila genomes, providing examples
where adaptive evolution can and cannot be inferred,
despite the presence of positive selection.

Evidence for selection in molecular evolution
Organismic evolution provides ubiquitous examples of
adaptive evolution. Changes in the ecology of a population,
such as migration to a new habitat, the conquest of a co-
evolutionary niche or sympatric speciation, can produce
phenotypic innovations driven by positive selection for
change. At the molecular level, it has been an ongoing
challenge to identify adaptive mutations, which take place
in a sea of stochastic changes caused by genetic drift (i.e. by
fluctuations in number of offspring in a finite population)
[1–4].

In protein-codingDNA,most amino-acid-changing (non-
synonymous) mutations are under negative selection [5],
as shown by their substantially reduced substitution rates
compared with synonymous mutations. A small subset of
genes, including immune response and sex-related genes,
show enhanced rates of non-synonymous substitutions [6],
which indicate predominantly positive selection for
change. Statistically more sensitive population-genetic
tests based on substitutions and polymorphisms provide
evidence for amino acid changes under positive selection in
most genes [7–13]. At the same time, the functionality of
non-coding DNA and the forces shaping its evolution are
less clear. Regulatory elements encode biological infor-
mation in a more fuzzy way than proteins. This can lead
to considerable sequence divergence while the regulatory
function is maintained, which makes adaptive evolution

hard to detect. However, there is evidence for genome-wide
positive selection of moderate strength in non-coding DNA
[14–16], and complementary methods have identified se-
lective sweeps under strong positive selection [17–20]. A
sweep is the rapid fixation of a selected mutation, which
also reduces the polymorphism of linked polymorphic loci
in its neighborhood and, hence, becomes detectable by a
contiguous interval of reduced diversity in the genome.

Do these genomic observations provide evidence for adap-
tive evolution as a response to changes in selection? A clear
case can be made for selective sweeps: the observation of a
sweep points to a strong change in selection at a genomic
locus that has triggered its adaptive response soon after.
However, selective sweeps are only a part of adaptive evol-
ution. The majority of beneficial mutations identified by
population-genetic tests have moderate selection coeffi-
cients. Inferring the cause of these changes is less straight-
forward because they take place in the context of genetic
drift. A weakly beneficial change does not have to reflect a
change in selection: it might just compensate a previously
fixed weakly deleterious change without any change in
selection. This has an important consequence, leading to
thecentral thesis of thisarticle:weshouldnotequatepositive
selection and adaptation as is done implicitly in much of the
literature. We need a notion of adaptation distinct from
compensation, which is grounded on more precise models
of phenotype and selection at the molecular level.

In the next section, we introduce a definition of adap-
tation as non-equilibrium response to changes in selection.
This forces us to think of selection itself as a dynamical
process, that is, to promote the static picture of fitness
landscapes to dynamic fitness seascapes. The dynamical
approach leads to a quantitative measure of adaptation
called fitness flux, which counts the excess of beneficial
over deleterious genomic change. The joint statistics of
selection and genomic response can distinguish adaptation
from compensation because it keeps track of temporal
correlations in the direction of selection of subsequent
mutations. As will become clear, this requires a departure
from the well-known infinite-sites model [21,22], which
neglects correlations between subsequent mutations, to
a finite number of genomic sites governing a molecular
phenotype [16,23]. In the following two sections, we illus-
trate themolecular concept of adaptation by two examples,
the evolution of the yeast and fly genomes. The evolution
of regulatory elements in Saccharomyces seems to be
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consistent with evolutionary equilibrium, a state in which
we cannot infer adaptive evolution from genomic data.
By contrast, the Drosophila genome shows evidence of a
non-equilibrium evolutionary state and we quantify the
amount of adaptive evolution in various classes of genomic
sequence by their fitness flux. We continue by comparing
this adaptive regime with the non-adaptive substitution
dynamics under rapidly fluctuating selection, which has
been a long-standing theme in population genetics.
Finally, we contrast our model of adaptive evolution with
Muller’s ratchet, a classical model of ongoing deleterious
evolution, and we discuss the causality between selection
change and adaptive response in the presence of genetic
drift.

Defining adaptation in molecular evolution
Here, we consider a phenotypic trait determined by several
genomic loci, which is represented in Figure 1 by a con-

tinuous trait variable x. As a first case, we assume that
selection on this trait is given by a time-independent
single-peak fitness landscape F(x) with optimal trait value
x*, as shown in Figure 1a. In this landscape, a mutation
changing the trait value from x1 to x2 has the selection
coefficient DF = F(x2) ! F(x1). The trait value is assumed
to be mostly fixed within a population (as in the example of
the next section), but it changes over time by beneficial or
deleterious substitutions at any of the contributing loci.
This process is described by a path x(t) as a function of
evolutionary time t, shown as a line in Figure 1a. Because
the fitness landscape is time-independent, evolution
reaches an equilibrium state in which beneficial substi-
tutions of a given selection coefficient occur at the same
rate as deleterious substitutions of the opposite selection
coefficient. In other words, the equilibrium distribution of
selection coefficients for substitutions is symmetric, as
shown in Figure 1b. In this state, beneficial changesmerely

Figure 1. (a,c,e) Evolutionary path x(t) of a quantitative trait. Selection on this trait is given by a fitness function F(x,t) with fluctuation rate k (lighter shading indicates fitter
trait values). Beneficial substitutions in one of the genomic trait loci are marked by red arrows, deleterious substitutions by blue arrows and effectively neutral substitutions
by violet arrows. (b,d,f) Distribution V(s) of scaled selection coefficients s = 2NDF of these substitutions. (a,b) Static fitness landscape (k = 0): evolution reaches an
equilibrium state in which beneficial changes merely compensate previous deleterious ones. The equilibrium distribution V(s) is symmetric and the fitness flux F vanishes:
there is no adaptation. (c,d) Macro-evolutionary fitness seascape (k < < k*): evolution reaches a non-equilibrium stationary state with a surplus of beneficial over deleterious
substitutions. The distribution V(s) is skewed toward positive values and there is a fitness flux F > 0 quantifying adaptation. (e,f) Micro-evolutionary fitness seascape
(k >> k*): owing to multiple changes of selection during the fixation process, substitutions become quasi-neutral and are no longer adaptive.
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compensate previous deleterious ones, and the fitness
remains constant on average: we can associate evolution-
ary equilibrium with the absence of adaptation. As illus-
trated in Box 1, the equilibrium state is defined by this so-
called detailed balance between substitutions. We empha-
size that detailed balance refers to fixed mutations and,
hence, does not contradict the familiar notion that most
mutations in individuals are deleterious. This property is,
in fact, a consequence of equilibrium: because fitter
sequence states are more likely to occur at equilibrium

than less fit states, a random mutation is more likely to
have a negative fitness effect than a positive. Hence, the
distribution of selection coefficients for these mutations is
skewed towards negative values. In our example of regu-
latory elements in yeast, we evaluate the distribution of
selection coefficients both for mutations and substitutions
from genomic data (Figure 2c). In Box 2, we show that an
evolutionary dynamics of mutations, genetic drift and
time-independent selection results in evolutionary equi-
librium as a generic long-term outcome and we quantify

Box 1. Equilibrium and non-equilibrium evolutionary dynamics

Here, we consider the evolution of a genomic locus at the population
level. The sequence states of this locus are labeled as a, b etc. Each
state a is assigned a fitness F(a) first taken to be time-independent.
Assuming that most of the population is fixed in a unique sequence
state at most times, the macro-evolution of this system consists of
substitutions between different sequence states. A substitution
a!b takes place with a rate ua!b that depends on its selection
coefficient DFa!b = F(b) ! F(a); beneficial substitutions have higher
rates than deleterious ones. If we consider an ensemble of loci
evolving independently in the same sequence space and the same
fitness landscape, we can define the probability that a locus is in a
given sequence state, Q(a). We now focus on pairs of sequence
states a, b linked by a mutational opportunity. For any such pair, the
ensemble-average rate of ‘forward’ substitutions a!b is given
by ja!b = Q(a) ua!b, and the corresponding rate of ‘backward’
substitutions b!a is jb!a = Q(b) ub!a. We can then define the fitness
flux between these sequence states as the product of selection
coefficient and net mutation flux [16], Fab = DFa!b ( ja!b ! jb!a).

Equilibrium state
This state is a probability distribution Qeq on sequence space
satisfying the condition of detailed balance, which says that the
forward substitution rate ja!b and the backward rate jb!a are equal:

Qeq"a#ua!b $ Qeq"b#ub!a for any pair of sequence states a;b:

equation [1]

This condition implies that the fitter of two sequence states (shown
as lighter dot in Figure I) is always more likely than the less fit state:
if F(b) > F(a), we have Qeq(b) > Qeq(a), exactly compensating the
fact that the beneficial substitution rate is larger than the deleterious
rate, ua!b > ub!a. The beneficial rate ja!b is shown by the red arrow,
the deleterious rate jb!a by the blue arrow. Clearly, detailed balance
also implies that Qeq is time-independent and has vanishing fitness
flux, Fab = 0, between any pair of sequence states. This definition
of equilibrium is well known in statistical physics, but it is more
restrictive than the usage in most of the population genetics litera-
ture. The definition says that beneficial substitutions of selection
coefficientDFoccur at the same ensemble-average rate as deleterious

substitutions of the opposite selection coefficient –DF and excludes
the popular picture of many slightly deleterious substitutions balan-
cing few strongly beneficial ones. It is instructive to compare the
detailedbalanceof substitutions (i.e. fixed changes)withmutations in
individual genomes. A mutation a!b occurs with a rate ma!b, which
is independent of its fitness effect DF and, according to Kimura’s
classical result, equals the substitution rate under neutral evolution.
The ensemble-average forward and backward mutation rates are
na!b = Qeq(a)ma!b and nb!a = Qeq(b)mb!a. Hence, deleterious
mutations are more frequent than beneficial ones: if F(b) > F(a), we
have nb!a > na!b because Qeq(b) > Qeq(a) (this is obvious in the
simplest case ma!b = mb!a but holds more generally as long as vari-
ations in m are uncorrelated with selection).

Non-equilibrium stationary state
We now consider evolution under a time-dependent fitness
function F(a, t), which leads to time-dependent selection coeffi-
cients Fa!b (t) and substitution rates ua!b (t). Figure II shows the
minimal fitness seascape, where the selection coefficient Fa!b (t)
changes sign but remains constant in magnitude. As long as the
fitness function changes on macro-evolutionary time scales (i.e.
remains constant during a fixation process in most cases), we can
easily generalize the definition of the fitness flux to the form
Fab (t) = DFa!b (t)(ja!b(t) – jb!a(t)). This definition can be generalized
further to fitness changes on arbitrary time scales, such that every
substitution a!b enters with the average fitness effect over the time
interval (ti,tf) of its fixation process DFave = R DFa!b (t)dt/(tf – ti). If the
time-dependence of the fitness function is defined by a stationary
stochastic processes (as in the example discussed in this article), the
ensemble of loci can still reach a stationary state with a time-
independent probability distribution Qs, but this state is no longer an
equilibrium as defined above. Indeed, it can be shown that any
stationary state under time-dependent selection is less adapted than
the equilibrium state and has a positive total fitness flux,
F %

P
a,bFab > 0 (i.e. there is a surplus of beneficial over deleterious

changes). Intuition for this effect and for the different dynamical
regimes of fitness seascapes can be gained from the example of
Figure 1 in the main text.

Figure I. Equilibrium state under time-independent selection. Figure II. Non-equilibrium steady state under time-dependent selection.
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the prevalence of moderately deleterious mutations over
beneficial ones in this state.

Now, consider the same phenotypic trait evolving in a
macro-evolutionary fitness seascape F(x,t) (i.e. a fitness
function that remains constant over the duration of most
single substitution processes but changes on larger time-
scales, as shown in Figure 1c). This time-dependence of
selection is in tune with our organismic picture of selection
changes causing adaptive responses. The trait evolution of
a population is again described by a path x(t); individual
substitutions are beneficial or deleterious with respect to
the fitness function at the time of the substitution. How-
ever, the time-dependence of selection breaks the balance
between beneficial and deleterious substitutions. After a

change in selection, the trait value is likely to be less
adapted than before and this can result in an adaptive
substitution towards the new optimal value x*(t). Under
on-going changes of selection, evolution can never reach
equilibrium as defined by the detailed balance between
beneficial and deleterious substitutions. Instead, the evol-
utionary process reaches a non-equilibrium stationary
state marked by a surplus of beneficial over deleterious
substitutions. The resulting distribution of selection coeffi-
cients for substitutions is biased towards positive values,
as shown in Figure 1d. The surplus of beneficial over
deleterious substitutions does not imply any increase in
the mean fitness of a population over time. Rather, it is the
result of changes in selection: this is the genomic signature
of adaptive evolution. To measure the amount of adap-
tation per unit of time, we can define the fitness flux F as
the product of total rate and average selection coefficient of
substitutions. This quantity is always positive in a non-
equilibrium stationary state and vanishes at equilibrium
(Box 1). Positive values of F are inferred from sequence
data in our example of the Drosophila genome.

Figure 2. Evolution of Abf1-binding sites in yeast. (a) The scaled fitness landscape
F(E) as a function of binding energy E is inferred from energy distributions of
functional sites and of background sequence in S. cerevisiae (binned data, dots; fit
function, line; fitness values are scaled in units of the inverse effective population
size 1/2N) [34]. This landscape determines the scaled selection coefficient
s = 2NF(E2) ! 2NF(E1) of any mutation within binding sites as a function of the
energies E1 and E2 of its sequence states. (b) The Abf1 site energy distribution Q(E)
is well conserved in four yeast sensu stricto species (superimposed purple bars,
i.e. the parts with darkest shading are common to all species). (c) Distribution of
cross-species fitness differences s between pairs of orthologous sites with energy
E1 in S. cerevisiae and energy E2 in S. paradoxus (black bars). The distribution is
nearly symmetric, which is consistent with detailed balance between forward and
backward substitutions (Box 1). Distribution of selection coefficients s for
polymorphisms in S. cerevisiae with ancestral allele E1 and derived allele E2

(purple bars), which are determined using S. paradoxus as an outgroup. The
distribution is skewed towards negative values of s because most mutations in
individuals are slightly deleterious (Box 1). All fitness differences s are evaluated
using the fitness landscape of (a). (d) McDonald-Kreitman ratio r = [(d/p)]/[d0/p0],
where d is the number of point substitutions between S. cerevisiae and S.
paradoxus and p is the number of S. cerevisiae polymorphisms in a given range of
selection coefficients, s < !1 (deleterious changes), !1 < s < 1 (near-neutral
changes defining d0 and p0) and s > 1 (beneficial changes). The selection
coefficient of a point substitution of energy change DE is evaluated as its
average fitness effect in the ensemble of functional site sequences,
s = h2NF(E + DE) – 2NF(E)i, and the selection coefficient of a polymorphism with
ancestral allele E1 and derived allele E2 is defined as in (c). Polymorphism data are
from the Saccharomyces Genome Resequencing Project [38].

Box 2. Mutation-selection-drift equilibria

Here, we provide a more quantitative introduction to evolutionary
equilibria. We show that sequence evolution processes involving
genetic drift (with effective population size N), mutations (with
neutral rates ma!b of a common order m) and selection given by a
time-independent fitness landscape F(a) reach equilibrium under
generic conditions, and we derive an explicit solution of the
equilibrium probability distribution Qeq on sequence space. We
assume mN << 1 to be sufficiently small, so that macro-evolution
consists of substitutions a!b between fixed sequence states,
which is a reasonable assumption for many genomic evolution
processes. According to the standard Kimura-Ohta theory, these
substitutions take place with rates ua!b = ma!b f(DFa!b,N), where
f(DFa!b,N) = 2NDFa!b/(1 ! e–2NDFa!b). The substitution rate is en-
hanced with respect to the neutral rate for beneficial changes
(DFa!b > 0) and reduced for deleterious changes (DFa!b < 0). Quite
remarkably, the existence of an equilibrium state for the evolution
process under selection depends only on the rates ma!b of the
corresponding neutral process, but not on the fitness landscape F(a).
If the neutral process has an equilibrium state Q0

eq (for example,
Q0

eq = const. if all rates ma!b are equal), an equilibrium also exists for
evolution under an arbitrary time-independent fitness landscape F(a).
The equilibrium under selection takes the simple form [31,33]:

Qeq"a# $ Q0"a#e2NF "a# equation [2]

This generalizes well-known single-site equilibrium distributions;
for example, see Ref. [35]. Indeed, it is easy to see that the distri-
bution Qeq satisfies the detailed balance condition under selection
(equation [1]), given that the distribution Q0

eq satisfies the analo-
gous condition under neutrality,Q0

eq (a)ma!b = Q0
eq(b)mb!a for any

pair of sequence states a, b. Selection enhances the occupation
probability of the fitter state relative to the less fit state by a factor
[Qeq(b)/Qeq(a)]/[Q

0
eq (b)/Q0

eq (a)] = e2NDFa!b. This factor just
matches the selection dependence of the ratio of Kimura-Ohta
substitution rates, f(DFa!b,N)/f(DFb!a,N) = e2NDFa!b, leading to
detailed balance of substitutions under selection. The inverse of
this factor enters the ensemble-average mutation rates in individ-
uals: the forward rate na!b is related to the backward rate nb!a by
na!b/ma!b = (nb!a/mb!a) e

–2NDFa!b. Averaging over neutral rates, we
obtain a relation between the total ensemble average rate n(DF) of
beneficialmutations with selection coefficient DF > 0 and the rate of
deleterious mutations with opposite selection coefficient:

n"DF # $ n"!DF #e!2NDF equation [3]

which quantifies the prevalence ofmoderately deleteriousmutations
over beneficial ones.
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Not every time-dependent fitness function, however,
causes adaptive substitutions. Figure 1e shows the evol-
ution of the phenotypic trait in amicro-evolutionary fitness
seascape F(x,t), where fluctuations occur during single
substitution processes. In this dynamics, substitutions
become uncorrelated with the rapidly changing fitness
optimum x*(t): they are no longer adaptive and become
quasi-neutral (Figure 1f), in a sense to be made precise
later.

Positive and negative selection at equilibrium:
regulatory elements in yeast
Binding sites consist of approximately 10–15 contiguous
nucleotides located upstream of protein-coding genes. If a
transcription factor protein is bound to a functional site, it
can regulate the downstream gene (i.e. enhance or repress
its transcription). The interaction between factors and
sites is well understood [24]; the probability of a factor
molecule being bound to a site depends on the density of
these molecules and on the binding energy E of the site,
which in turn is determined by the site sequence. In other
words, the binding energy E is a phenotypic trait, which
characterizes the functionality of the site. The sequence
dependence of E (i.e. the mapping from genotype to phe-
notype) can be measured directly [25,26] or can be inferred
from sequences of functional sites [24,27] or promoter-
binding assay experiments [28,29].

If we assume the evolution of binding sites is at equi-
librium, we can go a step further and infer selection acting
on this phenotype in the form of a fitness landscape F(E)
[30–32]. The genomic analysis underlying this inference is
quite straightforward: for each intergenic subsequence
with length equal to the binding-site length, we evaluate
the binding energy E using its known sequence depen-
dence. Hence, we obtain the normalized binding energy
distribution Q(E) for an ensemble of functional genomic
sites, which are known binding sites or putative sites
identified by evolutionary conservation, and the corre-
sponding distribution Q0(E) for background sequence. At
equilibrium, these distributions determine the average
fitness of a site as a function of its binding energy,
F(E) = log Q(E)/Q0(E), by a simple generalization of
equation [2] from sequence to phenotype distributions
[31,32,33] (Box 2). For Abf1, a transcription factor with
many target genes, the resulting fitness landscape of bind-
ing sites in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is shown in
Figure 2a [34]. It determines the fitness effects of genomic
changes in binding sites: a mutation inducing a shift of
energy DE = E2 – E1 has an average selection coefficient
DF = F(E2) – F(E1). Because the fitness landscape is a
monotonically decreasing function of the phenotype E,
any mutation that reduces binding (DE > 0) is, on average,
deleterious (DF < 0) and any mutation increasing binding
is, on average, beneficial. This average fitness landscape is
a minimal model for selection on binding sites, which
attributes variation between different sites in one species
and divergence between orthologous sites across species to
genetic drift rather than to changes in selection. The
fitness landscape assigns only moderate selection coeffi-
cients to individual substitutions, thereby enabling site
sequences to evolve by deleterious changes in compensa-

tory balance with beneficial ones. A conceptually similar
inference of selection on individual point substitutions,
rather than phenotype changes, has been performed in
Ref. [35] for protein-coding sequence and Ref. [36] for
binding sites. This analysis involves the further averaging
over all sequence contexts of a given point substitution
within binding sites.

The fitness landscape F(E) provides a quantitative
model for the evolution of binding sites. Its predictions
and, hence, the assumption of evolutionary equilibrium
underlying its inference can be tested against cross-species
observations. For our example of Abf1-binding sites in
yeast, we compare sequence and energy phenotype of
orthologous sites in four Saccharomyces sensu stricto
species [34]. In accordance with the moderate-selection
landscape F(E), there is considerable divergence of
sequence and phenotype: on average, orthologous sites
between the two most distant species S. cerevisiae and
S. bayanus differ by approximately 3.5 point mutations
and have energy differences of magnitude jDEj = 0.14
(measured in units of the total energy range of functional
sites) [34]. Nevertheless, the energy distributions of con-
served functional sites shown in Figure 2b and the result-
ing fitness landscapes remain remarkably similar in all
four species. Moreover, the distribution of cross-species
fitness changes between orthologous sites in any two
species is symmetric (i.e. there are equal numbers of
beneficial energy changes with selection coefficient
DF > 0 and of deleterious changeswith selection coefficient
–DF ; Figure 2c). Both observations are consistent with the
detailed balance condition of equilibrium and vanishing
fitness flux, F = 0 (Box 1). This balance includes binding-
site turnover (i.e. the occasional loss and gain of functional
sites) [34,37]. Recently available whole-genome poly-
morphism data in yeast [38] offer the unique possibility
to relate the population genetics of these binding sites to
their biophysical phenotype. Specifically, we evaluate
single-nucleotide polymorphisms within S. cerevisiae
Abf1 sites and estimate the selection coefficient DF of their
point mutation from the energy-dependent fitness land-
scape F(E) using the outgroup species S. paradoxus to
determine the ancestral and the new (derived) allele. As
expected, most of these polymorphisms have low popu-
lation frequency because their derived allele arises from
a recent mutation in an individual. The distribution of
selection coefficients for polymorphisms is skewed towards
negative values of DF (Figure 2c). This shows that most
binding-site mutations in individuals are slightly deleter-
ious, which is in accordance with the detailed balance of
substitutions as discussed in Box 1. Furthermore, we can
perform a McDonald-Kreitman analysis of Abf1-binding-
site sequences, which infers selection from ratios of poly-
morphism and substitution numbers [7], and compare the
results with the predictions obtained from the fitness land-
scape. This analysis confirms that mutations reducing
binding (DE > 0, hence DF < 0) are predominantly under
moderate negative selection and mutations that increase
binding are under moderate positive selection, as shown in
Figure 2d.

These observations provide evidence of multiple
mutations under positive and negative selection in the
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evolution of transcription-factor-binding sites. Yet, they
are consistent with equilibrium in a time-independent
fitness landscape, in which all positively selected
mutations are compensatory and there is no adaptation.
We emphasize again that this equilibrium is defined by
phenotype, not sequence: compensations between deleter-
ious and beneficial substitutions occur, in general, at
different positions of a binding site. This kind of compen-
sation is characteristic of quantitative traits at equilibrium
(Figure 1a). Adaptive macro-evolution of binding sites
would involve energy changes of the ensemble of binding
sites, that is, changes in the distribution Q(E) between
species or of individual sites, whichmight leave the ensem-
ble Q(E) invariant, in response to a macro-evolutionary
fitness seascape F(E,t). Our present analysis does not
exclude that some or even the majority of the observed
cross-species changes in binding sites (including loss and
gain of sites [34,37]) are adaptive in this sense. Our point is
that positive selection alone does not yet prove adaptation
– and it should not be over-interpreted as such.

Beyond equilibrium: dynamic selection and adaptation
in fly genomes
In the previous example, the inferred selection was a static
fitness landscape. It should be remembered, however, that
the time-independence of selection was an assumption.
This assumption leads to equilibrium as a minimal model
that coherently captures positive and negative selection
and explains the observed cross-species divergence. The
reality of evolution is probably different in many cases.
Changes in selection coefficients at a given genomic locus
occur for various reasons, for example, changing external
conditions or changes at another locus linked by epistasis.
Here, we focus on selection with stochastic changes on
macro-evolutionary time scales as a minimal model for
adaptive evolution [16].

In a recent study of polymorphisms and substitutions in
Drosophila genomes, we have found a surplus of beneficial
over deleterious substitutions in both coding and non-
coding regions of the genome, resulting in positive fitness
flux values. Hence, these data show evidence of adaptive
evolution and are incompatible with evolutionary equi-
librium in any static fitness landscape [16]. In a minimal
fitness seascape model, point mutations at individual
genomic positions have selection coefficients DF(t) that
randomly and independently change sign, according to a
stochastic process with rate k. This model stipulates that
the strength of positive selection on a given genomic locus
after a change in the fitness seascape is similar to the
strength of negative selection before the change. Themodel
is self-consistent: after an adaptive response, the strength
of negative selection is again the same as the strength of
positive selection before. For macro-evolutionary rates,
which are much smaller than the average inverse poly-
morphism lifetime k*, the non-equilibrium stationary state
of this model affords analytic solutions for the joint stat-
istics of polymorphisms and substitutions, whichwe use for
a Bayesian inference of the average strength and fluctu-
ation rate of selection from genomic data. The qualitative
features of this inference are quite intuitive. The poly-
morphism-substitution spectrum is a superposition of con-

tributions from changes under negative and positive
selection and near-neutral changes; the relative weight
of these contributions is determined by strength and rate
of selection. Evolutionary equilibrium (k = 0) under selec-
tion leads to reduced counts of intermediate- and high-
frequency polymorphisms and of substitutions compared
with neutral evolution. A non-equilibrium state (k > 0) has
more changes under positive selection signaled by higher
counts of high-frequency polymorphisms and substitutions
than equilibrium at the same selection strength; the
relative weight of positive-selection changes increases with
the driving frequency k. From this analysis, we infer that
the Drosophila genome evolves under selection of substan-
tial average strength with fluctuation rates k comparable
to the neutral point mutation rate (Figure 3). Time-de-
pendent selection explains the observed fitness flux in a
parsimonious way: selection changes open windows of
positive selection, which trigger adaptive substitutions.
However, the genome-wide analysis in Drosophila is con-
strained to individual genomic loci, unlike the phenotype-
based inference in the previous section. A selection change
at a given locus can be caused by an external change or by a
substitution at another genomic locus coupled by fitness
interactions. As an illustration of the second cause, con-
sider again the evolution of a quantitative trait shown in
Figure 1. A mutation that increases the trait value x is
beneficial as long as x(t) < x*(t) (for example, before the first
substitution in Figure 1a) but becomes deleterious when

Figure 3. Adaptive evolution in the fly genome. The minimal fitness seascape
F(t) = & s inferred for different sequence classes of Drosophila melanogaster (dots)
has two parameters, the (average) amplitude s (in units of 1/2N) and the fluctuation
rate k (in units of m) of selection coefficients. The fitness fluxF(s,k) in the stationary
state of this fitness seascape (in units of m/2N) is indicated by shading. All
sequence classes of the Drosophila genome except fourfold synonymous sites are
seen to evolve under substantial selection far from equilibrium with flux values
F > 1, providing quantitative evidence for adaptive evolution [16].
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x(t) > x*(t) (after the first substitution in Figure 1a). Thus,
compensatory evolution across loci can appear as adap-
tation if the coupling between these loci is unknown. The
inference of time-dependent selection rests on the assump-
tion that the positive fitness flux F is stationary (i.e.
maintained over long evolutionary times). Under any
time-independent selection model, positive values of F
can only be transient and are not a generic feature of
molecular evolution. The assumption of stationarity can
be probed once polymorphism data become available for
more species.

Several studies have identified positive selection from
the statistics of polymorphisms and substitutions in Dro-
sophila [7–9,12,15,19]. The analysis presented here goes a
step further in quantifying adaptive evolution by its fitness
flux F, which is determined by strength and fluctuation
rate of a fitness seascape. Comparable values of F are
inferred for different sequence classes of the Drosophila
melanogaster genome, but the underlying selection
parameters vary: the average strength of selection is
greater in protein-coding DNA, whereas the fluctuation
rate is greater in non-coding DNA [16] (Figure 3). The
higher overall levels of selection compared with recent
studies using the infinite-sites model (for example, see
Refs [10,12]) are probably caused by the increased stat-
istical power of our inference, which is based jointly on the
full polymorphism spectrum, substitutions and sites con-
served in the entire sample. Another recent study has
inferred rate and strength of selective sweeps in the Dro-
sophila simulans genome from an observed negative cor-
relation between synonymous polymorphisms and non-
synonymous substitutions [19]. The fitness fluxF resulting
from these sweeps (i.e. the product of selection strength
and sweep rate) is of the same order of magnitude as the
fitness flux inferred here [16]. The two methods address
complementary regimes of selection strength and both are
likely to underestimate the total fitness flux. A highly
dynamic picture of the Drosophila genome arises: strong
sweeps are the tip of the iceberg of adaptive evolution; at
the same time, many adaptive substitutions occur at mod-
erate selection coefficients. Of course, much more needs to
be learned about the joint influence of epistatic inter-
actions, genomic linkage and demographic history on the
observed evolutionary pattern.

Micro-evolutionary fitness seascapes
Models of fluctuating selection have been a venerable
subject of population genetics over the past decades [39–
45]. Much of this work has been concerned with selection
changes on micro-evolutionary time scales (i.e. with fluctu-
ation rates k larger than the average inverse polymorph-
ism lifetime k*). Such time dependence of selection can
arise from various ecological factors such as changing
environment or lifestyle changes. It is discussed, for
example, as a possible cause of the recent diversification
of the human population since its migration out of Africa
[46]. Another source of effective selection fluctuations is
genetic draft: a polymorphic locus experiences temporary
allele frequency shifts by linkage with neighboring loci
under positive selection (hitchhiking), which are randomly
interrupted by recombination [47]. The term ‘fitness seas-

cape’ was initially coined for such micro-evolutionary
fluctuations of selection [48].

The evolution of a quantitative trait in a micro-evol-
utionary fitness seascape is shown in Figure 1e. Substi-
tutions cannot be adaptive in this dynamics because they
do not respond to a coherent direction of selection during
the fixation process. Clearly, this does not exclude adaptive
response of allele frequencies to selection changes on
micro-evolutionary scales. If we define the effective fitness
effect DF of a substitution as the average of its time-
dependent selection coefficient DF(t) during the fixation
process, the distribution of DF becomes peaked at near-
neutral values and the resulting fitness flux F becomes
small [49] (Figure 1f). This averaging of time-dependent
selection has been observed in population data of Daphnia
and the scarlet tiger moth [50,51]. The quasi-neutrality of
substitutions emerging in our micro-evolutionary seascape
implies that forward and backward substitutions are
equally likely at all times. However, the rate of substi-
tutions is enhanced by selection fluctuations to values
above the neutral rate [44] and attains a maximum if
the fluctuation rate k is of order k* [49]. This enhancement
depends on population size and should be observable in a
population bottleneck: ecological fluctuations, which are
micro-evolutionary and, hence, well balanced in a large
population, can cause a dramatic increase in the substi-
tution rate during a bottleneck when the population size is
temporarily reduced. A similar enhancement is induced if
selection varies spatially and the number of environments
occupied decreases during a bottleneck [41]. These
increases in substitution rate go beyond the well-known
effect of a bottleneck under time-independent selection,
where the substitution rate can reach near-neutral values
by temporary removal of selective constraint. Micro-evol-
utionary selection fluctuations also generate a non-neutral
spectrum of polymorphism frequencies [45]. This, together
with the increase in substitution rates, can confound popu-
lation-genetic tests of positive selection [52].

Adaptation and Muller’s ratchet
Here, we argue for a sharpened concept of adaptive evol-
ution at the molecular level. Adaptation requires positive
selection, but not every mutation under positive selection
is adaptive. Selection and adaptation always refer to a
molecular phenotype depending on a single genomic locus
or on multiple loci, such as the energy of a transcription-
factor-binding site in our first example. This correlates the
direction of selection at all loci contributing to the pheno-
type and calls for the distinction between adaptation and
compensation. The infinite-sites approximation, which is
contained in many population-genetic models, neglects
such correlations and is therefore not optimally suited to
infer adaptation [16,23]. Here, we address this problem by
a joint dynamical approach to selection and genomic
response in a genome with finite number of sites. In this
approach, adaptive evolution is characterized by a positive
fitness flux F, which measures the surplus of beneficial
over deleterious substitutions.

It is instructive to contrast this view of adaptive evol-
ution with Muller’s ratchet, a classical model of evolution
by deleterious substitutions [53,54]. This model postulates
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a well-adapted initial state of the genome so that all, or the
vast majority of, mutations have negative fitness effects.
Continuous fixations of slightly deleterious changes then
lead to a stationary decline in fitness (i.e. to negative values
of F). Similarly to the infinite-sites approximation, this
model neglects compensatory mutations. In a picture of a
finite number of sites, it becomes clear that every deleter-
ious substitution leads to the opportunity for at least one
compensatory beneficial mutation (or more, if the locus
contributes to a quantitative trait), so that the rate of
beneficial substitutions increases with decreasing fitness.
Therefore, assuming selection is time-independent, decline
of fitness (F < 0) is only a transient state and the genome
will eventually reach detailed balance between deleterious
and beneficial substitutions, that is, evolutionary equi-
librium (F = 0). As long as selection is time-independent,
an equilibrium state exists for freely recombining loci and
in a strongly linked (i.e. weakly recombining) genome,
although its form is altered in the latter case by interfer-
ence selection [55,56]. Conversely, an initially poorly
adapted system will have a transient state of adaptive
evolution (F > 0) before reaching equilibrium. Time-de-
pendent selection, however, continuously opens new win-
dows of positive selection, the genome is always less
adapted than at equilibrium and the adaptive state
becomes stationary. Thus, we reach a conclusion contrary
to Muller’s ratchet. Because selection in biological systems
is generically time-dependent, decline of fitness is less
likely even as a transient state than suggested by Muller’s
ratchet: the model offers no explanation of how a well-
adapted initial state without opportunities of beneficial
mutations is reached in the first place.

As a minimal model for adaptive evolution, we have
introduced the Fisher-Wright process in a macro-evol-
utionary fitness seascape, which is defined by stochastic
changes of selection coefficients at individual genomic
positions on time scales larger than the fixation time of
polymorphisms (and is thus different from micro-evol-
utionary selection fluctuations and genetic draft). Time-
dependence of selection is required tomaintain fitness flux:
the seascape model is the simplest model that has a non-
equilibrium stationary state with positive F. The two
parameters of the minimal model (strength and rate of
selection changes) are clearly just summary variables for a
much more complex reality. The vastly larger genomic
datasets within and across species will enable us to infer
the dynamics of selection beyond this minimal model.

The arrow of time in molecular evolution
Our phenotypic picture of evolution implies causality be-
tween individual selection changes and the adaptive
response to these changes. At the molecular level, this
causality is maintained for genetic sweeps, which are
the genomic response to strong new selection. At moderate
levels of selection, causality is lost for individual genomic
changes because selection competes with genetic drift and
hitchhiking. However, there is still a statistical causality
between selection change and genomic change, which is
marked by a surplus of adaptive over deleterious substi-
tutions as measured by the fitness flux F. Causality
implies a temporal order between selection change and

adaptive response, which defines the direction of evolution-
ary time. This becomes intuitively clear if we look at the
substitution paths of Figure 1. Reverting the direction of
time (that is, following these paths backwards from future
to past) converts every deleterious substitution into a
beneficial one and vice versa, which changes F into !F.
The equilibrium substitution path of the Fisher-Wright
model under time-independent selection is converted into a
statistically equivalent path because detailed balance
implies equal numbers of beneficial and deleterious sub-
stitutions (i.e. F = –F = 0; Figure 1a). The same is true for
the effectively neutral substitution dynamics in a micro-
evolutionary fitness seascape shown in Figure 1e. The non-
equilibrium path of Figure 1c, however, has F > 0 and
becomes meaningless in reverse order because ‘adaptive’
substitutions would occur before selection changes and
would continuously lower the fitness (–F < 0). Hence,
time-dependent selection imprints the adaptive arrow of
time on molecular evolution.
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